
Programskiss med ifyllt förslag om arkeologi 
(internationellt program därav blandningen svensk/engelsk i skissen) 

Undervisningens sker på videolänk samtidigt en av tre lokaler i Visby och Uppsala. Lärarna reser, av och 
till, mellan Visby och Uppsala. 

First Year ’Termin 1’ 
    Four LAE-courses  Xxxxxxx 

First Year ‘Termin 2’  Four LAE-courses with an archaeology-Early history component: 
      The origin of man   7,5 hp 
      The Past in the present  7,5 hp 
      Cognition and material culture 7,5 hp 
      Literacy and Narrativ.   7,5 hp 

(Let’s suggest that department teacher 
teach c. 60% of these courses, i.e. c. 75 
hours per course, see next term for 
calculation) 

BUT Since LAE will probably give more lectures than the department; our teaching costs in hours are 
perhaps 450 rather than 300. Since we teach LAE students too, we probably get second the ‘termin’ 
‘håpar’ anyway. 

Archaeology (general perspective)    Antiken  Egyptologi ??? 

Second Year ‘Termin 1’ From hunters to towns people 7,5hp (6 confrontation hours a week during four 
weeks and 25 marking hours (half an 
hour per student, 50 students) i.e. 
6x4x5+25=121 clock hours per course) 

   Stone Age   7,5hp 

   Bronze Age   7,5hp 

   Iron Age   7,5hp 

Second Year ‘Termin 2’ Osteology   7,5hp + laboratory practicals X hours 

   GIS and Landscape  7,5hp + laboratory practicals X hours 

   Cultural Heritage   7,5hp 

   Field archaeology  7,5hp + fieldwork X hours 

The whole Year is 968 clock hours PLUS the X hours 



Third Year Termin 1. Eight Branches. Each branch is a tutorial led by a teacher with specialist 
competence. The students meet two or three times a week for a seminar introduced and headed by the 
teacher. The students have read texts (agreed upon by student and teacher) which they present and 
discuss. There are three two-hour seminars a week during four weeks and one week essay writing as well 
as 1 hour marking time per student paper. On average there are 8 students per branch (if we are lucky). 
In the laborative branches seminars are laborations and the need may well be larger than 3 a week. On 
the other hand students may work a good deal on their own. A 30 hp branch is thus 6x4=24+8=32x4=108 
clock hours. The whole term 864 clock hours plus X hours laborations. 

Branches consists of four modules with a progression. Teacher and students decides upon the module 
themes at the beginning of the course 

   Branch: Archaeology of the Pacific 1-4 

   Branch: Scandinavian Stone Age archaeology 1-4 

   Branch: Scandinavian Bronze Age Archaeology 1-4 

   Branch: Scandinavian Iron Age Archaeology 1-4 

   Branch: Historical Archaeology 1-4 

   Branch: African Archaeology 1-4 

   Branch: GIS-archaeology 1-4 laboratory practicals X hour 

   Branch: Historical Osteology and genetics 1- laboratory practicals X hours 

Tredje året Termin 2 Thesis: Ideally, the students choose a subject related to their first semester 
choice, but the choice is naturally free. None the less, theory and methodology must be consistent with 
choice of subject for thesis and its implementation. 

   Theory and scientific text     7,5 hp 121 clock hours 

   Methods and methodology     7,5 hp 121 clock hours 

   BA Thesis     15,0 hp 10 hours per student 

The whole term is 242+500 = 742 hours 

The whole program is 450+968+864+742=3024 clock hours plus X hours for field archaeology, osteology 
and Gis analysis. The archaeology part of the program is 150 hp and the pure LAE are 30hp. 


